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Current social media accounts

Facebook
EGO & the Virgo
Collaboration

Twitter
@EGO_Virgo

Instagram
@ligo_virgo



Followers vs. Engagement vs. Reach
(vs. the Algorythm)



Followers

 = Reaching a new audience, in
some way
Something that worked in the
past to gain followers will not
necessarily work again
It says nothing about what
your current audience thinks of
your posts*
It is also a reflection of the real
life world



Engagement

 = What your audience thinks
of your posts 
It's made of likes, shares,
comments etc. 
It's inherently different for
different social media
It’s a propagation factor of
posts, just as relevant as the
follower pool in defining the
final audience



Reach 

 = how many people your post
has reached 
Heavily depends on shares and
the algorythm
Is directly related to new
followers
It’s the most realistic estimate
of the final audience of a post 
Things in the real world can
make it change (eg. the
pandemic)

This post An average post of ours



The Algorythm

= how much your posts appear
on the feeds of your followers
It's the wild card of this game
It ties together the previous
three things, at least partially 
We don't know how it works, it
is a secret, experts work on
inferring things about it
It's different for every social
media, and it changes
constantly
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Current status and strategies 
(some examples)



Targets

different content for different
targets
but at the same time no target
has to feel alienated by posts:
our posts strive to a balance
meeting the needs and the
engagement of different
targets
to expand we need to first
determine "where" (in terms of
targets) we want to expand
and then 
figure out how



Individuals,
community,
collaboration

EGO-Virgo social media
profiles are fundamentally
different from individual
scientist's profiles
social media has a preference
for individuals (because of
parasocial relationships)
a balance needs to be found
more connections and
synergies between
researchers' individual
profiles and Virgo's one



Discoveries vs.
Work in
Progress

Our social media aims to
highlight both new
papers/discoveries and the
day by day functioning of the
detector
While the first one is
easier/what people expect, the
second one presents more of a
challenge
Our audience has responded
very positively even to the
second category of posts



More curated
content

Producing social media
content takes time, and more
curated/original content takes
more time and resources
One example: Instagram
stories Q&A



Some concrete ideas



Areas of improvement New audiences

New themes

Wider reach



Facebook &
Twitter 

Engage more with the
astronomers and astro-
enthusiasts community

Monitor daily what goes
on in the community
(~1h a day)

Think of if and how Virgo
can engage with the topic
(active and timely
collaboration of Virgo
scientists needed)

Prepare texts for
retweets/original posts



Facebook &
Instagram

Make more curated original
content (eg. Instagram
Stories Q&A)

Brainstorm ideas,
targets, objectives 

Discuss resources to
make the content: a
dedicated effort (FTE and
budget) is needed. 



Other social
media? Tik
Tok?

We could expand to other
social media, most
interesting candidate: Tik
Tok

Tik Tok is not, as many
think, a social media for
silly dances and pre-
teens (even though it
started that way) 

There is a big community
of scientists and
communicators doing
outreach

But not many
institutions/collaboration
s, none in our field (as far
as we know) 

Very challenging but
interesting opportunity:
original ideas could be
more effective than in
other contexts 



3R - Reactive,
Recognizable and
Rigorous

The social media requirement to expand our
audience is to interact timely with the flow of
social news, providing original and unique
content. We also want (and have to) be
scientifically rigorous.
This takes time and needs the involvement of
researchers, able to suggest or revise content
in ‘real time’ (partly done now in the wg2
group) 
Can we imagine a collective effort, with the
rotating involvement of Virgo people?
More curated/original content takes more time
and resources these resources are also needed
for events, visits and other outreach activities
(FTE and budget issue)
A careful consideration of where we want to
spend our resources is necessary



vincenzo.napolano@ego-gw.it
giada.rossi@ego-gw.it

Contacts

Thank you for
your attention!


